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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
I STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this study is to investigate the textual
relationship between the Sahidic Coptic version of the Old
Testament and its Vorlage , Essential to the problem is the
textual relationship between the Sahidic version, the
Septuagint, and the Hebrew text. It has been commonly
accepted that the Sahidic version of the Old Testament is
a direct translation from the Greek without direct Hebrew
influence. However the Sahidic text seems to display
certain accommodations to the Hebrew text. Therefore it may
be asked, what is the origin of these Hebrew accommodations
in the Sahidic text which otherwise appears to be a good
witness to the oldest known tradition of the Septuagint?
II JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY
Why should a Biblical scholar be concerned with the
relationship of the Coptic versions to Old Testament textual
studies? In reply to the question, it can be observed that
the Coptic versions have been among the earliest and most
2faithful witnesses to the primitive Septuagintal text,^ The
Sahidic text, the oldest of the Coptic versions, was trans
lated no latex than the second half of the third century
A. D. .and several of the extant manuscripts date from the
fourth and fifth centuries A. D. In contrast to many of
the other translations of the Septuagint, the Coptic texts
have the same geographical origin as the Septuagint.
Peterson has added further justification by noting that
"the chief value of the Old Testament Coptic versions lies
in the fact that they furnish evidence, which enables the
student to ascertain the oldest pre-Hexaplaric forms of the
LXX . . . ."^ Father Barthelemy has recently pointed out
that the Coptic versions, especially the Sahidic and
Achmimic, have textual affinities with a first century A.D.
recension of the Septuagint on the basis of the Masoretic
-^Frank N. Hallock, "The Coptic Old Testament," The
American Journal of Semitic Lan":uages and Literatures, ^9 �
32'5. 326, July, 1933.
2
V/illeni . Grossoux, The Coptic Versions of the Minor
Prophets (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, I938) , p.v7
^Theodore Peterson, "The Biblical Scholar's Concern
with Coptic Studies," The Catholic Biblical Quarterly. 23:
2^8, April, 1961.
text.^ Therefore it would appear that the Coptic texts
merit a higher regard among students of the Biblical text.
W. Spiegelburg observed about fifty years ago that "It
is remarkable how little use has been made of the Coptic
text by students of the Septuagint . "-5 Even today evaluation
of the Coptic versions in relation to either the Greek or
Hebrev7 Bible have been few.� However several listings of
Coptic materials have been compiled to make the extant
material more accessible.*^
Dominique Barthelemy, Les devanciers d'Aquiia (Vol.
X of Supplements to Vetus Testamentum, eds . G. W. Anderson
et al; Leiden: E. J. Bull, I963), pp. 235-23?.
�^Grossoux, loc . cit , , citing W. Spiegelburg,
Or ientails tiche Literaturzei tung, 21:24, I9I8, n.l.
^The following are Coptic studies that have been
helpful to the present, writer in the execution of this study
Daniel - H. S. Gehraan, "The Sahidic and Bohairic Versions of
the Book of Daniel," Journal of Biblical Literatures . 46:279
330. 1927; Proverbs - Alexander Bohlig, Urtersuchungen iiber
die kept isChen Proverbientexte (Stuttgart: von V/. Kohlhammer
1936); Minor Prophets - V/illiam Grossouw, The Coptic
Versions of the Minor Prophets . (Home: Pontifical Biblical
Institute, I938); I Samuel - J. Barton Payne, "The Sahidic
Coptic Text of I Samuel," Journal of Biblical Literature ,
72:51-62, March, 1953; Song of Solomon - Walter C. Till,
"Die koptischen Versionen der Sapientia Salominis,"
Blblica, 36:51-70, 1955.
7
il. Hyvernat, "Etude sur.: les versions coptes de la
Bible" Revue Biblique, 5:427-433, 540-569; I896 ; 6:48-74-
4materials can be found to make the problem of the textual
relationship of the Sahidic version worthy of Invest igationo
III PREVIOUS STUDIES OF THE PROBLEM
This section shall be devoted to a survey of the
significant approaches to the problem of Old Testament
textual transmission. The survey will include (a) obser
vations on the nature of the Greek and Hebrew � textual
transmission previous to the translation of the Sahidic
text and (b) several proposed solutions to the problem of
the translation base of the Sahidic version. However no
attempt shall be made to present the various discussions
of Old Testament textual transmission prior to the fifth
1S97. A. Vaschalde, "Ce qui a ete publie versions coptes
de la Bible," Revue Biblique. 28:220-243, 513-531, 1919; 29:
19-106, 241-258. 1920; 30:237-246, 1921; 31:81-88, 234-258,
1922 (Sahidic texts) Le Museon, 43: 409-431, 1930; 45:11?-
156, 1932, (Bohairic texts) ; 46:299-306, 306-313, 1922
(Fayymic and Achmimic), V/alter C, Till "Coptic Biblical
Texts published after Vaschalde 's Lists," Bulletin of John
Rylands Library Manchester, 42:220-240, September, 1959.
V/inifred Kammerer, A Coptic Bibliography (Ann Arbor, The
University of Michigan Press"^ I95O j . J . Simon, "Repertoire
des bibliotheques publiques et privees contenant des manuscrs
coptes," Le Museon. 44:137-151, 1931. J. Simon, "Quelques
publications recentes de textes coptes (I938-I941), "Orient-
alia 11:367-383, 1942; "Bibliographie coptes," Orientalia.
lFnoO-120, 216-246, 1949; 19:187-190, 295-327, 1950, et al.
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century B. C. Neither will the transmission of Coptic
versions subsequent to the translation of the Sahidic text
be considered.
There appears to be no disagreement over the origin of
the Greek version of the 0. T. as a direct translation from
the Hebrew, The famous letter of Aristeas to his brother
Philocrates maintains that seventy-two elders from
Palestine were invited by Ptolemy Phiiadelphus- to Alexandria
to translate the Pentateuch into Greek. The correctness of
this tradition is debated. The origin of the rest of the
Greek Old Testament is a matter of even greater uncertainty.
One of the earliest indications of the transmission
history of the Septuagint is given by Jerome. He writes of
three recensions of the Septuagint which were known to him:
one by Hesychius, who was located in Egypt; one by Origen,
found in Palestine; and one by Lucian, prevalent in Syria.
On the basis of Jerome's statement, Paul de Lagarde has
propounded the theory that behind all these various
recensions was an original prototype.
� This theory was
further developed by Alfred Rahlfs, M. L. Margolis, J. A.
Harry M. Orlinsky, "On the Present State of Proto
Septuagint Studies," Journal �f the American Oriental
Society, 6l:82, June, 19^1.
Montgomery, and H. M. Orlinsky. 9 However, Paul Kahle has
denied the validity of Lagarde 's basic thesis. He points
out that the differences between Codex B and the New
Testament quotations of the Septuagint are too diverse to
suggest a single prototype. The origin of the Septuagint
was, Kahle thinks, similar to that of the Aramaic Targums.-^
There were many attempts at translation which gave rise to
independent texts which have provided the various readings.
The most vigorous opponent of Kahle has been H. M.
Orlinsky .-^-^ Orlinsky has follov/ed closely the basic theory
of Lagarde and the work of M. L. Margolis. 12 Orlinsky
maintains that, even though there are differences between
the various Septuagintal texts, their basic similarity
points to a single prototype. Excellent studies by Frank
9 Ibid.
�^'^Paul E. Kahle, The Cairo Geniza (second edition;
New York: Frederick A. Praeger, i960) , pp. 235-236. cf .
Alexander Sperber, "The Problems of the Septuagint Recen
sions ," Journal of Bib^ 5^:73-92, 1935.
�^-^Orlinsky o�. cit . , pp. 86-91; "Qumran and the Present
State of Old Testament Text Studies: the Septuagint Text,"
Journal of Biblical Literature. 78:33. March, 1959 �
�^^See especially M. L. Margolis, The Book of Joshua
in Greek (Paris: Guethner, I93I-I938).
7Cross, Jr.-^^and Patrick W. Skehan-'-^ concerning Septua
gintal and Hebrew materials in the Dead Sea Scrolls have
shed much light on this controversy.
The evidence presented by Cross deals primarily with
the textual history of the Book of Samuel. From Qumran,
especially in the historical books, there have been found
Hebrew manuscripts which are very closely related to the
tradition of the Septuagint. On the basis of these
observations Cross has stated, "These manuscripts establish
once for all that in the historical books of the Septuagint
translators faithfully and with extreme literainess
reproduced their Hebrew Vorlage ."^^ Similar evidence for the
Pentateuch has been found. In the book of Exodus, ^QEx^-
represents the same tradition as the Septuagint.-'-^ There is
also a manuscript of Exodus in Paleo-Hebrew which is a
-'-^Frank Cross, Jr., The Ancient Library of Qumran ,
(revised edition: Garden City, New York: Doubleday and
Company, Inc., I961) ; "The History of the Biblical Text in
the Light of Discoveries in the Judean Desert," The Harvard
Theological Review, 57:281-299, October, 1964. See also
Dominique Barthelemy, Les Devanciers d'Aquiia, op. cit .
^^Patrick W. Skehan, "The Biblical Scrolls from
Qumran and the Text of the Old Testament," The Biblical
Archaelogist. 28:87-100, September, I965.
"^�^Cross, Ancient Qumran Library, p. 180.
-'�^Ibid.. p. 184.
8collateral witness to the Samaritan tradition. 17
On the basis of the above, Cross has concluded that
the manuscript, iQSam^, reflects a text which antedates
both a proto-Masoretic and Septuagintal tradition. iQSam^
represents an Old Palestinian text-type which probably had
its origin in the fifth century Jewish community. From this
text-type (about the fourth century B. C), diverged both
the Egyptian textual tradition and the proto-Samaritan
tradition. The Egyptian tradition became the Vorlage of the
1 ft
Septuagint
Concerning the problem of the origin of the proto-
Masoretic text. Cross has stated that it is not likely that
this tradition would have developed parallel with the Old
Palestinian or with its related text in Egypt. The proto-
Masoretic text evidently developed outside of Palestine,
presumably in Babylon during the fourth and third centuries
B. C. It was then introduced into Palestine during the
Maccabean period or even as late as the Herodian period.
Gradually this text supplanted the Palestinian text and
became the authoritative text of the Hebrew Bible around the
beginning of the second century A. D.'^^
^"^Ibid., p. 186.
�'�^Cross, "The History of the Biblical Texts," p. 297.
�^^Ibld.. p. 287.
9As the Dead Sea Scrolls have shed new light on the
problem of textual transmission of the Hebrew Old Testament,
they have served a similar function for Septuagintal
studies. Whereas, before the Qumran discoveries, scholars
were hesitant to admit, and even denied, recensional work
on the Septuagint before the second or third century A. D.,
Patrick Skehan now points out that recensional activity was
20
prevalent before the Christian era.
Skehan has suggested three stages in the transmission
of the Greek Old Testament. First, there was the earliest
Alexandrian rendering of the Egyptian Hebrew text. Next
came the proto-Lucian revision of the second and first
century B. C. The third was the proto-Theodotian recension
of the first century A. D. The proto-Lucian recension was
a revision of the Alexandrian or Old Greek made to conform
to the Palestinian Hebrew text. It is identified with the
quotes from Josephus and the sixth column of Origens Hexapla?2
In the proto-Theodotionic recension, the Palestinian
tradition was rejected, and the proto-Masoretic text was
used as the Hebrew base. This Greek recension was later
^^Skehan, op. cit. , po93.
^^Ibid,, p. 95.
^^Ibid.
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revised by Symmachus and Aquila to comply with the official
Rabbinic text^^ and can be identified with the fifth column
of Origen' s Hexapla. Nov; it is becoming evident that
Origen, instead of being the originator of a new recension,
came - at the end of a development which was almost entirely a
Jewish endeavour.
The evidence of the Dead Sea Scrolls reaffirms the
basic thesis of Lagarde as opposed to Kahle. Skehan has
admitted that, lacking the Qumran materials, it is under
standable why Kahle had difficulty making sense out of the
confusion which the Septuagintal problem presented. The
new material, however, has substantially established that
there was a standard Greek tradition from which the various
divergent readings have developed.
On the basis of the above observations, it is now
possible to proceed to the various proposed solutions to
the problem of a translation base for the Sahidic version.
An exhaustive presentation of these proposals will not be
given rather only the significant conclusions.
^^Cross, "The History of the Biblical Texts," p,296.
24
Skehan, o�. cit. , p. 94.
^^Ibid., p. 95.
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The problem seems to center about the accommodations
of the Sahidic version to the Hebrew text. Even though
most scholars deny any direct influence of the Hebrew text
on the Sahidic version, yet there have been a few who have
accounted for the Hebrew accommodations in this manner.
Among those who have suggested such a solution are;
i^illiam H. Green, Wilhelm H. L. De Wette,^"^ and P.
p o
Augustine Ciasca. However Giasca is the only one to
present this solution in the context of direct Coptic
studies. Ciasca has come to this conclusion on the basis
of his editing the Sahidic text of the Minor Prophets. In
contrast to these men, every other . conclusion presented in
this study presupposes no direct influence of the Hebrew
text .
Paul Kahle suggests that Origen' s Hexapla adequately
29
accounts for these Hebrew accommodations. In the fifth
column of Origen' s Hexapla, an obelus was used to mark those
William Henry Green, General Introduction to the
Old Testament. (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, TF99 ) ,
p. 101.
27
Wilhelm H. L. De VJette, A Critical and Historical
Introduction to the Canonical Scriptures of the Old Test
ament , trans. Theodore Parker (Boston: Charles C. Little and
James Brown, 1843), p.205.
p o
p. Augustini Ciasca, Sacorum Bibliorum Fragmenta
Copto-Sahidica Musei Borgiani (Rome: Eiusdem S. Congregat-
ionis, 1889, II, p.lv
29
Kahle, o�. cit. . pp. 258-261.
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passages found only in the Greek and an asterisk was used to
mark the passages agreeing with the Hebrew text but not the
Septuagint, This column was frequently copied with the
signs omitted, Kahle has suggested that this type of text
was used by the Coptic translators. However, Grossoux has
pointed out that the Sahidic versions do not include
numerous Hexaplaric additions and omissions which are found
in important Greek manuscripts.^^ Grossoux has suggested
that the final conclusion is uncertain, but that the
numerous Hebrew accommodations were most likely taken from
Aquila, Symmachus, or some other translation which is no
longer extant. ^1
Another approach anticipated by Grossoux has been
proposed by J. Barton Payne. 32 Ue found both Lucianic and
Hexaplaric readings in I Samuel, but the Sahidic version
antedates both the works of Origen and Lucian. 33 Therefore
a "pre-recensional" text was used as the translation base
30
�Ibid.
Grossoux, op. cit . , p. 113.
31-
32j. Barton Payne, "The Sahidic Coptic Text of I
Samuel." Journal of Biblical Literature, 72:51-62, March, 1953.
-^�^Payne dates the original translation of the Sahidic
version about 250-^. D., Ibid. , p. 51-
for the Sahidic version. Barthelemy, in his study in the
Minor Prophets has identified this translation base vjith
Quinta,3^ a Greek manuscript, which was used by Origen in
the Hexapla. 3-5 The text contained the same Hebraisms as
those found in the Coptic versions.
As a result of this survey several conclusions can be
suggested: (a) Due to the new evidence which has been
gleaned from the Qumran scrolls, it is now possible to more
adequately approach the problem of the translation base of
the Sahidic Old Testament, (b) The current scholarly
opinion seems to deny any direct influence on the Sahidic
version by the Hebrew text, (c) Several scholars have
suggested pre-Origin recensional activity on the Septuagint
as the cause for the Hebrew accommodations of the Sahidic
version.
IV SIGNIFICANCE OF PAPYRUS BODMER XVl36
Up to this point, this study has developed the problem
of the Vorlage of the Sahidic text in the context of the
3^Barthelemy, op. cit . , pp.235-237�
3<
-^Quinta belongs to a textual tradition called by
Barthelemy. Frank Cross has identified this recension with
the proto-Theodotion recension of the first century A. D.,
Cross, "The History of 'the Biblical Text," p. 283.
�^^Rudolphe Kasser (ed.)f Papyrus Bodmer XVT (Geneva
Bibliotheca Bodmericana, I96I).
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entire Old Testament. In an investigation of this scope it
is impossible to cover such a broad area, therefore this
study shall be limited to one manuscript. Papyrus Bodmer
XVI, It is the task of this part of the study to reveal
the reasons for choosing Papyrus Bodmer XVI,
Papyrus Bodmer XVI is a single codex made of vellum.
The manuscript has been remarkably preserved with only a
few marginal notes missing. It contains a continuous text
of Exodus 1:1-15:21. This particular portion of the Old
Testament "was chosen because the Pentateuch has been
largely neglected in Coptic studies. Perhaps this neglect
may be due to the fragmentary nature of the Sahidic text in
the Pentateuch. Bodmer XVI is the only Coptic witness to
large parts of Exodus 1:1-15:21. Prior to the publication
of this text only the following Sahidic
'
passages from
Exodus had appeared: Exodus 1:1-6, 19:22: 2:4-6, 17-19.
23, 24; 3:12. 13, 15, 16; 4:6, 7, 10. 23-25, 29, 30; 5:11-
13, 17, 18; 6(two scraps not identified); 7(two more scraps
not identified). Bodmer XVI now makes it possible to
perform more extensive studies in Exodus.
The date of Bodmer XVI makes this a significant manu
script to study. The editor of the Bodmer XVI, Rudolphe
Kassei; has suggested that the manuscript could be dated in
the third century A. D., but the thickness of the letters
and somewhat cursive effect of the writing at times would
15
more likely indicate a date of composition in the. fourth
century A. D.37 It can be added to Kasser' s observations
that the lack of ornamentation and the thick vertical and
thin horizontal lines would place this manuscript in the
same period as Codex Vaticanus and Codex Siniticus.
Robert Lyons, Professor of New Testament at Asbury Theolog
ical Seminary, has suggested that the script is very similar
to that of Codex Ephraemi Rescriptus .-^^
Since this investigation is emphasizing particularly
the Sahidic text. Bodmer XVI is valuable because it is a
good witness to the classical Sahidic text. There are
comparatively few dialectal corruptions, and the linguistic
characteristics are that of the Sahidic text. These
characteristics include the extensive use of sonant
consonants, the absence of a.spirated stops, and the lack of
two letters,^ and ij. , which are not found in Sahidic texts.
In summary, Bodmer XVI has been chosen as the basis of
this discussion for the following reasons: (a) no
significant investigation has been done in the book of
Exodus, (b) the early date of Bodmer XVI, and (c) because
^"^Ibid. , p.9-
38
Suggested in private conversation
16
Bodmer XVI is an extensive and good witness to the Sahidic
text of Exodus.
V PROCEDURE OF STUDY
The procedure used in this investigation is to present
a description of Bodmer XVI and to illustrate by a table of
variants the relationship of the text of Bodmer XVI to the
Swptuagint and the Masoretic text.
The description of Bodmer XVI will not be simply an
addition of information but rather an attempt to ascertain
if any of the characteristics of the manuscript, Bodmer XVI,
can be helpful in determining the Vorlage of the Sahidic
text of Exodus. The description of the manuscript includes
its orthographical characteristics, a discussion of Sahidic
phonemlcs in relation to personal names, paleographical
characteristics, and observations about the closing rubric
of the manuscript.
The table of variants comprises the major portion of
this investigation. The table consists of a collation of
39
Bodmer XVI against Rahlfs' text of the Septuagint . a
^Alfred Rahlfs (ed.), Septuaginta (seventh edition;
Stuttgart: Wurttembergische Bibelanstalt , 1937) �
17
Gomparlson of these- variants with Kittel's Hebrew text,^*^
and a collection of supporting evidence for the variant
readings of Bodmer XVI. The supporting evidence was
obtained from the textual apparatuses of Brooke and McLean^l
Holmes and Parsons, and Field's edition of Origen' s
Hexapla. ^-^
The determination of variants in a study of this nature
is most difficult because the problems of collation are
greatly amplified when the comparison is between more than
one language. The peculiarities of each language must
always be kept in mind in order to avoid apparent variants
that are inevitable in translation. W. Till no'tes that in
comparison of the Coptic language with the Greek, one must
pay special attention to the use of conjunctions, the
^^Rudolf Kittel (ed.), Biblia Hebraica (seventh
edition; Stuttgart: Wurttembergische Bibelanstalt, 1935) �
4l
Alan Eo Brooke and Norman McLean (eds.), The Old
Testament in Greek, (Cambridge: The University Press. I909).
^^Robert Holmes and James Parsons (eds.), Vetus
Testamentum Graecum cum Varus Lectionibus (Oxford: Clarendon
Press; 1798-1827).
^^Fridericus Field, Qrigenis Hexaplorum (Vadus: Georg
01ms Hildesheim, 1964), I.
18
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article, possessives, moods, tenses, and word order.
The rules governing their usage vary greatly. Often more
than one translation may be possible for a given construct
ion. Thus he can say that "the Coptic version is always to
a certain degree, an interpretation by the translator . "^5
Where such variants do appear, they normally have not
been included in the table of variants. Occasionally some
manuscript support is found for what looks like idiomatic
variaton. In such cases, the variant with its support has
been listed. An example of an idiomatic variation is found
in Exodus 4:22. The Greek reads Ta6e Xeyei HUpuoQ (thus
says the Lord), but the Coptic reads /VdV /Vefe^^/TitOS iC HCJ
MMOOVillt, these which the Lord says theip) . Such apparent
variants are simply good Coptic idioms.
The table of variants of Bodmer XVI against Rahlfs'
text of the Septuagint is divided into five columns. The
first column has witnesses for the Old Greek; the second
for the Hesychian recension; the third for the Lucian
recension; the fourth for the Hexaplaric witnesses; and the
^\alter C. Till, "Coptic and Its Value," Bulletin
of the John Rylands Library. 40:238, September, 1957.
^^ibid.
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fifth for unclassifiec support. A variant which has no
support is indicated by the symbol 0 . The
reading of the Masoretic text is indicated by the symbol TM.
If the Masoretic text agrees with neither the Coptic nor
the Greek, the Hebrew has also been included. Additional
tables analyze the table of variants. This is followed by
a conclusion to the study.
VI LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
It is not within the bounds of this presentation to
exhaust every avenue of approach presented by a study of
this nature. Rather, certain limitations have been made in
order to place this study within its proper scope of
investigation. These limitations ha,ve been necessary in
order to present adequately the material which has been
proposed. One may ask why has the problem been raised if
no answer is to be given? It has been the feeling of this
writer that unless the basic problem was exposed, this study
would have no unifying principle to justify its continuation.
Even though it is impossible to give an adequate answer to
the problem, nevertheless the reader shall be able to see
the ultimate goal of the investigation. It is hoped that
the groundwork laid by this study can be amplified by
further investigation so a more adequate answer can be given.
20
It should be noted that the division of the witness in
the table of variants is only tentative. One is llraited in
this area because the classification of Septuagint witnesses
has not been clarified sufficiently to make a definitive
statement. However this classification of the witnesses has
been used in order to give preliminary consideration to the
relationship of the Sahidic text of Exodus to the
recensional activity on the Septuagint.
Throughout this investigation no attempt has been made
to be exhaustive in the presentation of the different facets
of study, neither has any attempt been made to compare
Bodmer XVI with the other Coptic manuscripts of Exodus.
The orthographic and paleographic characteristics, as well
as the spelling of proper names, are not totally explained.
In many cases, they are simply noted with no explanation.
Only personal conjectures have been suggested as to the
meaning of the closing Rubric. Nevertheless the writer has
felt it necessary to note these characteristics so that
further study might be able to give them more significance
than is now possible.
CliAPTER II
THE MANUSCRIPT, PAPYRUS BODMER XVI^
The aim of this chapter is to describe the character
istics of the manuscript and to make a comparison of the
text Bodmer XVI with both the Septuagint and the Masoretid
text. The underlying purpose for both the description and
the comparison is to help answer the problem of the Vorlage
of the Sahidic text of Exodus.
When noting the characteristics of a manuscript, it is
necessary to include many items which may not help in
answering the problem. However unless each item is con
sidered, there is a possibility that something may be
overlooked which could have a vital bearing upon the ultimate
solution to the problem. Therefore in the description of
the manuscript, which includes the orthographic character
istics, Sahidic phonemlcs and personal names, paleographic
characteristics, and the closing rubric, items will be
mentioned which will have no direct bearing upon the ultimate
solution of the problem.
Much of the material presented in this chapter is
based on the introduction to Papyrus Bodmer XVI and personal
observations �
22
The comparison of the text of Bodmer XVI with the
Septuagint and the Masoretic text will be accomplished by
means of a table of variants with supporting witnesses for
the readings of Bodmer XVI. The purpose of the table is to
give the necessary foundation upon which a solution to the
problem may be found. The arrangement of the witnesses and
the inclusion of some of the variants, most likely, is not
final. Enough data has been organized that some suggest
ions will be made in the conclusion as to what is the nature
of the Vorlage of this text.
I ORTHOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS
Perhaps the division between this section and a
succeeding section on the paleographic characteristics is
somewhat ambiguous. Orthography, the art of writing words
according to standard usage, is by definition only one
aspect of the broader category of paleography, study of
ancient writing. However this division has been made to
bring together the various items which do not conform to
the usual standard of spelling. The orthography of Bodmer
XVI is good, but there are times when irregular forms appear.
These may be due to dialectal influences or they may be due
to the survival of some archaic forms.
One common irregularity involves the nasal . Often
the// is doubled e.g. MM^/^Cik (2:23, 8:25) for M/?^C 6,
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or /V\/? /V- for (l4:15). The nasal frequently precedes
and ^ fi . Kahle has suggested that perhaps this indicates
2 \
a sonant pronounciation. occurs about twice as many
times in this manuscript as 2k 6 � //is frequently omitted
� �
�
before names which begin with / e.g. /gfio/Cd/OC (3:8, 8:5)
and )' OOP (8:1). It is also customary for/\/to go to M
before labials.
Kasser has noted that the scribe hesitates between /
and 6i . The demonstratives are usually JTeeh, and
A��/- in this manuscript. Exceptions though are found:
/7�7-(l:l8: 4:9, 17:12:2), Tfr /- ( 8 : 8 ) , r<J/*- corrected to Teei-
(9:1), and /Vd /- (12:17). Also of interest are the three
vocalizations of JTeeh with eSOT'. JTteieBoridiS) , TTS/'^SOT
(12:2), and/Tee/^or (12:3,6). The letter}* never shifts
to �/ in /'C^ K . Among the verbal auxiliary forms one
finds II present, ee/U^AA/- conditional, 6 e y
II future, and 6� l�- III future.
In 11:1, the text reads K^llTAH T H � At first glance
it is hard to make sense out of the expression. But Kahle
has noted that 6^1 is often used for 6 , He has further
"^Paul E, Kahle, Bala' izah (London: Oxford University
Press. 195^). p. 102.
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noted that this is an indication of the Subachmimlc dialects'
vjith e instead of / this word can easily be translated
"another plague."
Several more hesitations or differences in orthography
can be noted: Al^yKfi (2:?) and /v/<3f4^6 ( 3 : 1 ) , ik^OVMTOA/
for<lVMr<?M (8:110, /?/Y<\/0/i7 for /VN^ZFN {�0:29) , In
6:30 one notices the use of K for T in b\MOK .
Only two forms nomina sacra, the abbreviation of sacred
words, are found in this manuscript: IH\ and JTN bs^
To the writer, one item of interest which Kasser does
not deal with adequately is the problem of the murmurvowel.
This is indicated orthographically by a horizontal line
placed above certain consonants. Several scholars have
tried to equate it with the Hebrew shewa or a type of
murmurvowel. Neither Plumley^ nor Worrell^ agree with
this observation. They consider this line an indication of
a sonant consonant. In this regard, Worrell's presentation
is worthy of careful consideration.-
^Ibld., p.72o
4
J. Martin Plumley, An Introductory Coptic Grammar
(London: Home and Van Thai, 1948), p. 14-
�^William H. Worrell, Coptic Sounds (Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan Press, 1934), p. 13.
^Worrell has defined a sonant as a syllable-forming
element. Therefore vowels are sonants, but also, consonants
can perform this same function. The 1, m, and m, of battle,
chasm, and heaven are sonants. They are pronounced as though
spelled batl, kasm, and heavn. Ibid. , p. 11.
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Worrell felt that the very short vowels had dropped
out of the Egyptian language leaving syllabic consonants.
In order to insure the proper division of syllables, a
stroke was placed over the sonorous centers of syllables.
The stroke was extended either way to include letters which
belong to the same syllable. Therefore NTNNTf^MTtKk^
("and v\re bring old age") would read as follows : /VT/V/VTAtA/r^AA^.
In Bohairic this same word would be written /^�i/\lBM^Ti^WO ,
The syllables in Bohairic are indicated by the vowels which
may have been preserved in the orthography because of a
slower manner of speaking. When consonants like /M ^ TT, Ctj
appear as sonants in Bohairic, they are marked with a dot
or a grave accent.
As has been noted, some scholars suggest that these
strokes serve the same function in Coptic as the shewa in
Hebrew or a type of murmurvowel. However the shewa is a
vanishing vowel in an unaccented syllable. These appear in
words like 2BBC:^ CMfAiijK~M^&j and 2FF�: on the accented
syllable .
^Ibid. . pol2
^Worrell, op. cit. , pp.12, 13. Worrell has noted
Peyrom, Stern, Mallon, Steindorff, and Erman as ones who
call it a murmurvowel and Till as one who defines the murmur
vowel in terms of a Hebrew shewa.
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In one further observation, Worrell has suggested that
certain consonants in Sahidic are normally incapable of
being sonants because they are voiceless stops: tf, Tj iL^ (5^.
The remaining consonants are divided into two groups: 3j \
A(f P which are more audible and 2 which are less
audible, (note that the more audible consonants are voiced
and the less audible consonants are voiceless). The first
group can occur sonantly in accented or unaccented syllables,
the latter in only unaccented sonant syllables. The voice
less stops act as sonants if they occur in the initial or
final position. There are some indications that in Bohairic
an initial voiceless stop was preceded by a prosthetic
vowel
When comparing the manuscript with Worrell's observat
ions, one notes that Kasser has inadequately indicated the
supra-linear strokes. The follox^ing is a comparison between
Kasser' s orthography and the orthography of Bodmer XVI.
(Kasser will be cited first, then the manuscript): 1)?/V-
ZH {I'.lUr) Z)^(jJuyr �)LN'^(^^t&ni{2'.zs) 2>) &TMiiTl^6.^^^-
eTMJ^^T6.U6 (5:7) A final 7* acting as a sonant is found
in 5:3 XUJ^'tfAi/H^o Examples of 5^ /M^ A/ in accented and
Ibid., ppoll-l4
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unaccented syllables can be found : ^ifC ^86 (4:25), /V^/V2AA<?6l
(4:29) , (12:13)^�
These observations can be made concerning the
orthography of this manuscript: (a) very few irregular
ities in spelling appear in the manuscript; (b) none of
these irregularities should be used as a basis for a variant
when comparing this text with any other text: (c) the
orthography of Bodmer XVI does not appear to give any
insights as to a possible solution of the problem.
II PROPER NAMES AND SAHIDIC PHONEMICS^^
The study of proper names could come under the dis
cussion of orthographic characteristics, however, since
proper names can play a key role in a comparison of two
languages, it appeared best to give them separate treatment.
It is the aim of this particular division to compare the
proper names as they occur both in Sahidic and in the Greels^
A thorough examination of the manuscript has not
been made, but in a number of spot checks, no occurrences
of CjU^, 2 as sonants were found in accented syllables.
�^"'�A phonemic chart of Sahidic consonants has been
included in the appendix.
12
In the discussion, no attempt shall be made to
include Hebrew personal names. No apparent differences of
spelling in the proper names of Bodmer XVI can be accounted
for by Hebrew orthography. However, the Hebrew words have
been included in the table of variants so that the reader may
make a comparison of all three languages.
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Where differences of spelling occur, they will be noted.
Suggestions will be made as to possible reasons for the
differences. For example, one geographical name is spelled
myboiXoQ in the Greek, but M�l7r^A in Bodmer XVI. What
is the cause for this change in spelling? In order to
answer this question, it is necessary to know some of the
basic phonemic characteristics of the Sahidic dialect.
According to Worrell, one of the distinctive features
of Sahidic, in contrast to Bohairic, is the absence of
voiced and aspirated stops. 13 In Sahidic there are five
stops ( /T, Tj KjAj^^'^^ ) whereas in English there are six
(b, d, g, p, t, and k) . Of these six only p, t, and k
occur in Sahidic, but they are always pronounced unaspirated
as the p in spin. The Greek voiced stops, Sj^j and /"
appear in Sahidic only in loan words. Sahidic included two
phonemic stops not found in English: 2C an old Egyptian
palatal, pronounced similar to the st in posture; and C5"
an Egyptian palatalized velar, pronounced similar to the
c in vacuum. 1^
13
-^Worrell, op. cit. , pol9
l^Ibld., pp.87, 88.
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In the Sahidic fricatives, <^ t 1j and voicing
does not occur except at the bi-labial point of articulat
ion. According to Worrell, the letters V and B are
pronounced as bi-labials rather than like the English f
and v."'"'^
Now a possible solution to the differences in spelling
between MaySco^OQ andM6<JTa)A can be suggested. It is common
for the Egyptian g to become (5* in Sahidic. A similar shift
has happened in this word. Because there are no voiced
stops in Sahidic, the 6 changes to T. Another example of
the 6 tor shift is found in the name AwT for Aa)6 . The A
appears to be a scribal misinterpretation. In unicals A
and A are very similar in form. The scribe seemingly mis
took the 2^ for an A . Since there is no z sound in Sahidic^
Zexpi* comes into this text as 06X6 p . The Sahidic 2 occurs
both initially and medially in certain proper names. When
it occurs initially it usually represents the Greek rough
breathing mark. *E3pai,a reads ^QPikl^ , and*Pou3Tiv reads
Medially a appears in Aff /*A2A/V\ for
'
Appaafi, /l4 A A i2A/wv
forMaSiaii and/V�AA�/2AMfor Maptaii, . One name which may prove
useful in determining the textual affinities of Bodmer XVI
is/'wXffeA for lioxa^eb . The substitution of the A for 6
Ibid., p. 88
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occurs also in several Greek witnesses. However more
supporting evidence is needed in order to make a final
decision. Several other changes occur which, as yet, seem
to be unexplainable . These include ^ Si for A^iaoac^ ^
136 AC� ^w/v' for BeeXaeTtcpoov, ce^^^P^ for Eeucpoopa,
and COXXUJ$ for SonxwO.
The following evaluations pertaining to proper names
can be made: (a) the changes in spelling between the
Greek and Coptic orthography tend to support Worrell's
conclusions on the nature of Sahidic phonemlcs; (b)
perhaps these changes indicate that the scribe wrote
according to how he pronounced the word rather than
according to the demands of Greek orthography; (c) except
for one instance, the differences of spelling found in
Bodmer XVI are peculiar to the Sahidic text or at least
to this manuscript.
IV PALEOGRAPHIC DETAILS OF PAPYRUS BODMER XVI
It is the intent of this section to note those paleo
graphical particulars which do not properly fall under the
category of orthography. These include a description of
the codex, punctuation and. other marks, and errors and
corrections. The study of Coptic paleography has not
been pursued as extensively as Greek and Latin
paleography. Therefore the observations of Greek paleo
graphy will be used at several points of observation. The
underlying aim of this study is to see if any information
can be gained which will help in determining the textual
affinities of Bodmer XVI.
The codex. Bodmer XVI is composed of six quires with
five quires containing eight leaves (l6 pages) and one
quire containing six leaves (12 pages). There is a total
of ninety-tv70 pages with eighty-four pages of text. The
text is written on both sides of a leaf which measures
13*5 by 16 cm. The measurement of the text is 11.8 by 9�6
cm. The cover is a sheet of vellum of which each half
measures I3.8 by I6.5 cm. The edge of the cover is folded
inside the first leaf and the last leaf. These two leaves
in addition to the second and next to the last leaves,
are left blank in order to give additional protection to
the manuscript. The quires are sewn together at the back
by thin strips of vellum. The arrangement of the leaves is
according to the classical method, flesh-skin, skin-flesh,
Only two works have been brought to the attention
of this writer, which treat the subject of Coptic paleo
graphy: Viktor Stegmann, Koptische palaographie (Heidelberg
von F. Bilabel, I936); and Kahle, Bala' izah.
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flesh-skin etc. The quires are not signed in this
manuscript.
The manuscript appears to have been ruled on both
sides of the leaf. Possibly the lines were made by a
stylus rather than a pen. The ruling is not obvious on
every one of the photographic copies, only the original
manuscript vfould reveal whether every page was ruled. The
ruling includes vertical lines to determine the width of
the column and horizontal lines to keep the lines straight.
No prickings can be seen in the photographs. The letters
are placed on the line rather than suspended from the line.
There are twenty-one lines on every page with approx
imately twenty to twenty-three letters per line. The scribe
divided words at the end of a line, but tried to avoid this
by writing much smaller at the end of the line.
Punctuation and other marks . An apostrophe occurs
quite frequently. It follows mostly the consonants IT, Tj and
K and sometimesM and A . When they do not have a Greek
termination, proper names end with an apostrophe ( l\ KiOB^ )
The numbering of pages is by the use of the Greek symbols
(A, 7j /A).
A mark of diaeresis occurs abb.ve I and/ . The mark is
used when these letters begin a word or when they do not
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form a dipthong with a preceding vowel.
Several times at the end of a line, a mark of sus
pension occurs. It is a raised horizontal line at the
right hand edge of the column which indicates an N An
example is found in Exodus 1:2 Z Po /BH" fox ZFC^BHN
Several marks of punctuation are used to indicate
divisions in the text. In the first four chapters a major
division is marked with a double point ( : ) and included in
the margin is the sign > �� which was used apparently to
further emphasize the separation. After the fourth chapter,
the double point continues to be used, but the sign is not
used. Other divisional marks include a raised point (�)
or siffiply a break in the text.
Errors and corrections . Kasser has pointed out that
the scribe meticulously corrected his copy. The corrections
appear to be all by thesame hand. The different methods
used for correcting the text include an oblique line drawn
through an unwanted letter {^^P^\ ), a series of dots
within parenthesis above the letters {2MiTKd,'i)^ a letter
inserted above the line {OYBdJO ), or words and grammatical
cf . E. Maunde Thompson, An Introduction to Greek
and Latin Paleography (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1912),
p7^3.
3^
, �6we
suffixes and prefixes added above the line ( ei/^�
/V�.UiTTti /^T^l^^Y) , Several corrections are found in
the margins. In every case where there could be any doubt
as to where the correction should be inserted an oblique
line with two dots is used (�/,) In one marginal reading
in Exodus 2:23, two arrows are used to indicate where the
text belongs as well as the sign mentioned above. At
several places erasures have been made leaving the surface
rough. The original manuscripts were not available for the
writer to see, yet the corrections appear to be by the
same hand. This can only be confirmed, though, by a
comparison of ink used in writing of the manuscript.
As far as the problem of this study is concerned, the
paleographical details of this manuscript render insignif
icant help. However, the rendering of these details should
be helpful when this study is compared v^ith other Coptic
studies of a similar nature. The paleography of this
manuscript is very similar to that found" in Greek manuscripts.
V THE CLOSING RUBRIC
At the end of the manuscript, there is an interesting
rubric which is set off frojn the text by a series of symbols
noted above as division markers ( >�� y � >�� ) , The
rubric reads m^PW MM S poC M7TA/OMOC, nq^he First part of
the Law," Another similar rubric translated, "The Second
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Law of Moses," occurs within the Bodmer collection at the
beginning of Bodmer XVIII. In another manuscript of the
Bodmer collection, Bodmer XXI, several passages from Joshua
are found which includes only the narrative passages viith
no indications that the inclusion of the various listings
and geographical materials was ever intended.
These may have more than obvious significance. Whereas
Bodmer XVI contains few elements of a legislative character,
customs of particular importance to the Jewish people are
present in this passage (the passover, the first-born, and
circumcision) . Kasser has noted that this section of
Exodus would have a preeminant role during the feast of the
Passover. -^Q. j^^ Deuteronomy 1-10 is found the text of the
prayers of the synagogue. The narrative sections of Joshua
would be used, most likely for the public reading of
Scripture. Thus these sections were important in Jewish
liturgy.
A final answer to the significance of these selections
is not within the iDounds of this study. But several
observations can be submitted for further investigation.
One of the questions v^rhich these sections raises is why
should a Christian Coptic community be using what could
1 fi"'�Kasser, op. cit . . p. 15.
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possibly be Jewish material used for litursical purposes?
It may be that the Coptic community vas using manuscripts
that had originally been translated into Greek for the
Egyptian Jewish community. This selection could also be
the result of a purely Coptic selection of those Old
Testament materials which they felt were important. In
the earlier days of the Coptic Christian community,
possibly the importance of the New Testament overshadowed
that of the Old Testament resulting in a selection of Old
Testament passages necessary for proper New Testament
interpretation. There is also a remote possibility that
this selection was due to a direct influence of a Jewish
community in Egypt. This possibility is not likely but
since these proposals are merely personal conjectures of
the writer, every possible solution should be proposed.
These passages appear to be fertile ground for further
observation.
Thus far this chapter has been dealing with the various
characteristics of the manuscript with small attention to
the text. Most of the characteristics are not helpful in
ascertaining the Vorlage of the Sahidic text. Two areas
though which appear to be helpful are the personal names
and the closing- rubric. The rest of this chapter -will be a
consideration of the text in the form of a table of variants.
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The text of Bodmer XVI, the Septuagint. and the Masoretic
text will be compared along with a listing of supporting
evidence for Bodmer XVI.
TABLES FOR
PAPYRUS BODMER XVI
I
CHART OF PAPYRUS BODMER XVI 'S
VARIANTS FROM THE SEPTUAGINT
VERSE VARIANT OLD GREEK HESYCHIAN
CHAPTER I
4 NEcpGoXLJ A/ � p \ ^ Q^^ dghp(t)
15 EeTicpojpa 3 C�(j)(J>a//>A:?
T ; �
18 tiaxag TM^ add
AlNZtQPt^lOC
(Boh)
5 zll ^AlTi>,Y�l �50>i2^ Boh
TM
2
7 acpo6pa TMJ omit Boh Cyr
9 TO) e6v�L auTOD J MfTe^ 33 Cyr
r6/voc3 i � jLf
9 TO yevoQ 2 /7"3 6 OA/OC J yag Adghpt
0
10 GUV J omit TM y Eth A Boh Cyr
10 TivLKa :/ NC UfUf IT 6 TM 0
10 TOVQ UTievaVTLOUQj
/Ve^i^A2^6TM
13 HttL � � . pta TM] omit 0
LUCIAN HEXAPLARIC UNCLASSIFIED WITNESSES
bbowc^ cklmb^ efnqsud.^ {Arm)
c k m X Arm a i d2
Syr-hex (*)
Arm ^ ^2 '^'^^
b w 64
bbowc, Mklmxb^ efijqrsuvzdp^ ^ 16 18 Or Ath Chr Tyc
Tract
C2 X b^ i* s V z
Lat Or
41
19 TLKTouatv TM3 �(^^Y
MIC* u^Ay^Micc
22 pL(})aTe3 /VO^O^TJ
22 CwovoveutgJ /H a TS^^^'^I^ ^
CHAPTER II
1 eXapev TMJaddyVAV Boh
1 Toov euyaTepcov TM 2 a2 S Cyr
�30A e/V /Vf^66Pd
2 apae V J /VO\ru^ /yP6 TM
5 TTiv appav3 /Vrec 2/^1 2 AA
TM
9 lioi
^
J omit TM
9 TOV ^L^aeovJ /V\rror36K6 Boh
TM
11 TLva TMJ omit Boh Cyr
14 GLTtev TMJ /VA <V Eth
added above the line
14 et OUTCOQ J � � { � TM -0-
14 T0UT0 3 omit TM Sah
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Arm Syr-hex P Lat
e f i j r s
X Syr-hex
Arm
c X Arm q u
m e
n
Arm
^3
15
Ma5tan3 omit TM
16 loBop^a omltlTioufiat Eth Cyr
vovoai . . . loGop
omitted in TM
2 - ^ ^
17 auTttQ TMJ add /U/V Sah
N(:Y^cooy �Qok 2/rooror
21 EsTicpcopavOCe ^/'^^^ 0��
r
22 Ti yvvr]2 omit TM h
22 a^^OTpta TM3 add dC&rTQ d g h p t
A� A/KecyHPQ ii*^Morr^ Boh
23 epycov TM J add � r/Vd r Boh Sah
24 TOV OTEvayiiov auTOJV TM 1 0
24 auTOU TMJ add f^V 0
/VTA VCM/VrS"
24 APpcxatJLj A5^AiAA\TM 0
25 auTOLQj omit TM ^
Manuscript o adds o yap 0q tov upQ (lou poriOoQ [lou nat
5^T)?y.aTo lie ex x^i'POQ cpapaco. The remaining manuscrj-pts reac^
TO 6e ovoiia tou 6euTepou eKoiXeaev eXte^iep o yap 8q tou TcpQ
liou poTiGoQ \iov Htti eppuaaTO (le en xei'poQ cpapao).
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M m X Lat Phil
Syr-hex (txt )
Arm Syr-hex Lat Phil
1^^ r
b b o w M(*) klm Fefijnrsuy^'d,
v(*) X z(*)
b.
ft?
Fir Lat Thdt
^5
CHAPTER III
1 loGop TMJ omit p
1 MaSiaiiJ /V^<i^/^ iikM ] 0
1 opoQj add M/TiViJ/T'e TM a^ d Cyr
1 xwpTlP TMl add ^roOir 0
3 TO iieya TMJ omitted but 0
added in the margin
4 i,6eiv TMJ omit 0
2
6 GeoQ TMJ omit g Cyr
8 eneLVTiQ TMJ NiCHAM 0
8 repyeoaLcov nai EuauoavJ Eth A p Boh
r6C6,iocj ''inn)
o
9 TOUQ utoug lapariA. TMJ
MltXLOC
12 TOUTCO TMJ omit 0
2
14 Hat etuev TMJ omit g Sah
l6 ev TMJ add /TACAZ
17 Hat Euatwv TMJ omit 0
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m
c k m X Arm i q s z 18 Lat Eus
Syr-hex
fir Ath
Cp M Arm Syr-hex P l4 l6 Lat
(Euaucov �
Hau repyeaatcov)
51^ 517
e J Eus Thdt
a f i r
o QeoQj rrj^oeic /i^orre y Eth a. g h p t
TM Boh Cyr
TO) eeo) Ti^covj NN^ZPf^ y Eth d g h p t
jri^O^lC 7T6^A/0YT�TV[ Boh
Hri3 r/ added above the q
Una
Hat^] add TM Boh
CHAPTER IV
emev TMJ add //A V Eth
TtpoQ iiojuoTiv TM J /^A V Cyr
TTIQ HepHou'J MtJd^l CHT Boh
TM
TTlQ KepHOU 3 ftiU^HCdX Boh
TM
mXivTMJ add yVAV Eth Boh
2 � ,
TTIV xetpaj hlT^H&'\& y Apt Boh
TM
lJ,Ti6e e LoaHOuacoat V ttiq Boh
9a)VTiQTMJ omit
2
TTiQ cpoavTiQ TM] omit d*(uid)
Kat EOTatTMJ omit Boh Cyr
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bbwc2 Mcklmxb^ Fejnqsuvzd^ Lat
Arm Syr-hex
bbow(c2) Mcklxbg efijnqruvzd2
Arm Syr-hex Lat Or Chr
c X Syr-hex Lat
83
Lat
Arm 83 Lat
cklmxb2 efn Lat Or
Arm Syr-hex (*
ePp)
f (omits onlyTTjc; cpojvriQ )
m
49
10
TM
10 Aeotxau TMJ add MMOK Eth d Boh
11 buOHCocpov Ha I Hoocpovj
jr^MfTO MN /TAA TM
T
12 ^eWeiQ J omit TM
11 o eeoQ3 TTJiOSiC 7 a Eth Adghpt
tTHOYT�J S7I/7 1 Soh Cyr
13 Aeo^au TMJ add /HMOi< Eth d Boh Cyr
13 ovj omit TM h
15 TO OTop-a aou wxi to
OTop-a auTOU TM J
Nfe^T^^rrpo ma/
r6Hr^nro
17 OTineta TM3 add THPOY
19 ev TMJ add ff iCiiZ Eth
20 TT)V yuvat><aj /VT�*^CSiM� Boh
TM
20 ia naibiaj A/� *^ (M H P� g Boh
TM
22 utoQj rrA^Hpe tm Boh
The following readings are cited: euXoyoQ F* M(txt)
t)* e g J (txt) n v(txt) w y z(txt) bp 03 ; eu\a\oQ m x Syr Phil
Cyr.
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M(a') i(a')
v(a') z(aM C2(a')
o Arm fir
bbwc2 Mcklmb2
Arm Thdt
bw ck inq. rsu
Arm 83 Lat
c (k) m X Arm F J
(*) Syr-hex (^a")
X Syr-hex (^^epp) 14 I6 18
51
23 0UV3 ^/C E HHTA TM
23 TOV ULOV aou TMJ omit -0-
23 TOV TIpOOTOTOHOV J Boh
^/TeKufP/f MMice TM
24 HttTaXuiiaTL TM] add /V<\/ 0
25 Ee-rtcpcopaJ � W <^^ A J 0
r
27 HaTEcpLXriaav J 4VilC/rd q
28 Aapcov TMJ add n^VCON 0
28 KupLOU TMJ omit
30 TauTaJ omit TM Eth h Boh
30 e\a\TiaevTMj ^ UJ AJ n
31 TipoaeHuvnaev TMJ add
CHAPTER V
3 eiQ TTiv epTinovTMJ omit Cyr
5 cpapooo TMJ add '/.(marginal
note mutilated)
5 XaoQJadd MTTK^ZTK y a^ Eth Adghpt
Boh
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c k X
Syr-hex(*ePp)
w Arm
b w 118 M c Arm 18 Lat
fir Lat
bbwc Mcklmxb efij(n)rszd2 Lat2 (Arm) Syr-hex'^
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8 TtoLOUOLV TM7 eujArj^toc ^
10 6L6a)^Ll TMJ AffA/dT h Boh
11 auTOLj omit TM
11 v[isiQ TMJ omit B*
12 oXt] TMJ omit 0
l4 Kau TO TTiQ ar)iiepovTMj Boh
omit
18 yapl Eth
22 TOV Xaov TMJ
M/reK A^OC
22 TOUTOV TM] omit
22 lie TM J add d __q
23 TOV Xaov TOUTOV TMjf Eth
CHAPTER VI
3 HUpLOQ TMJ omit
7 A.aov3 /V OY A^ OC TM ap p t Boh(uid)
m Arm Lat
X Lat
Lat
c Arm V z Lat Chr
Arm Lat Chr
X Or
25 32 Eth� Phil Eus Just
Thdt
M c k Arm
Syr-hex {siQ
sub *)
F^�^S a V z Lat
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7 e\xo\.] omit TM h
12 ^ou^J omit TM
13 auvGTa^ev TMJ add �8C0K (d) (p) t Boh
15 leiiouTiX] e/AOV/iXl 0
� � �
15 A(d6J A(<;r3 7 /? .V / Q
15 laxLvJ Ay�//VlJ Q
16 Ta eiT) TMJ /VA/' /V6 d t
NPOMire
16 ETtTaJ add y^^d/M/TC TM y t 74 Boh
18 EKaTov Tpuanovxa J t*J 6 Eth p t Boh
MAS UJ0/WT6TM
20 IwxapeSJ /'0^X^56 A J g
20 EHaxov TpuanovTa bvoJ y Eth g Boh
21 NacpEKj A^6/CJA^,:fi 0
21 Zsxptj C�XIPJ'�73?'i 0
23 euyaTEpa TM 1 r�/6<-/>d-J 0-
M c k X Arm F'^"*^ a f. i r v z Phil
Syr-hex
m
,a? 83
i n r
Arm Syr-hex (*) n 29
M c k (x) Arm F^"^ a f i j r^ s v Lat
a f 1 J (32) (78)
Mcklmxb2 Faejnqsuvzdg
Arm Syr-hex
57
24 ApuaaacpJ Afl/^a/W] 0
' T r � -.'
�
26 Y^IQ TMJ omit y Ad
28 YTl TMJ omit
30 6YW TM] ^/Vi?/C A/V/C 0
CHAPTER VII
1 \eYwvJ omit TM y ^2 d g h p B oh
2 auTou NKHMC y Boh
3 Ttt TEpaxaJ Ni^U^fTHP^ Boh A
TM
4 TOUQ uuouQ TM] omit
6 ouTcoQ ET[0LT]aev TMj omit
10 evETeiXaTO TMJ J[O0C 0
3
11 nai, TM] omit Eth d g p2
12 auTOU TMJ add e^P^I
18 HttL ETio^eaai o TcoTaiioQTMJ
omitted but added in
the margin
c k m afinqruvz Phil
J V z
k 1 m Arm. e j v z Lat Did
Syr-hex
1 m Syr-hex f i r 18
(mg)
ckmx F aqsu
Syr-hex (*�|3p)
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m f n s
Arm F* e j n Thdt
ETuapaQ TMJ V/ y Eth
eE^anooxeiXai TMJ add Eth
MMO V
3aTpaxouQ TMJ
Hat^ TM J add
Kcxi^ TMJ add A/CeOU>K
enL TOUQ eepanovTaQ aou
TMJ omit
CHAPTER VIII
Hat avtpt3aa0ri TMj omit
Hat avnyayev touq a
PaTpaxouQj omit TM
Tcov AtyuTiTtoovJ A/ Ki^M�Tn
etTcev TMJ add yVAV Eth
TOUQ PaTpaxouQTMj
NeCI KPOYP
Hupto) TMJ add ITeYA/OYTe
acpavtaat ... en TMJ
omitted but added above
the line
b w
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b b o w c. M c k 1 X b. ,amg Pefljqsu'vzd,
(b) (w) 83
b w n V
b w F Or
fir
5 TOUQ PaTpaxouQ TMIJ
lA/eeil KPOYP
5 aou^ TMJ add eSOh ZN
2
5 aTio TMJ omit
13 TTi xei'Pi'J NTtKClJi
TM
l6 ev TT) epTino) J omit TM
1? KaL uXTiaeriaovTaL . . �
Huvop-ULTIQ TMJ omitted
but added in the margin
20 etQ TMJ omit
20 YTl TMJ add THP^
22 evavTLov auTcovJ
Mjr^YMTO efiOATM
24 anoTeveTeJ omit TM
25 o6e J 6 I C Z HHT� TM
25 HaL aTieXeuaeTau r|
Kuvoiiuta TMJ ^T^TT^H
25 Kupuoo TMJ neNNOYT�
iPd,)' IN TT^d^'lL
26 TOV eeovj QifAoeic
ITNOYT^l /7I/7T
c X Arm
62
w c. c k 1 m X
Arm Syr-hex''
a e J n V z
Syr-hex(6' )
s 130
^2 k m v(a' 6') e j I6 25 32Syr-hex
63
CHAPTER IX
2 ouv] omit TM
4 ev TO) HaLpto enetvcoj y Eth Adghpt
omit TM Boh
7 TCOV HTTIVCOV TMJ
1
9 AiyvTLTov TMJ omit
eTll, TOUQ avepcoTXOUQ HOLl
�71 L Ta TeTpaTioSa TMj
omit
10 nai^ TMJ AMUJYCHC
10 McouariQ TMJ omit
12 auvcTa^evj add A^UJYCHC y g h t Boh
13 ^LOl TMJ add 2/�AJ H
14 Hat^ TM J add � /72//r
15 HaL jov \aov aou GavaTco B a^ A d p t
TMJ NT^MOYOYT MTreKMoc ^
16 6t.eTTipTieTiQj add �Pi)j? TM Eth
19 aot eoTLVj add T/yPV TM 0
21 TTi 6LavoiaJ JT^t/mT TM Boh
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71
Mcklmxb^ aefijnrvzd,
Arm Syr-hex
f 1
f i
b w c. Mcklmxb,
Arm Syr-hex
A^ a e j s w z Eth^
bow k m b. F f q r s u d.
v(mg) z(mg)
k m X Arm
Syr-hex
a f
Hat 6LGTpexevT0 uup
671 L TT)(; yr]Q TMj omit
HupiOQ xo^o'CovTMJ omit
acpo6pa J omit TM B
r|v 6e T) xa^.a^a xaiTM]
omit
0(l)Liia yap r)v TMJ A/4 VO
KttL TMJ add TZMT
Toov eepaTiovToov J
/jA/^*4ZMZ6.A TM
CHAPTER X
HttLj add ffZHTm
TOLQ TGHVOLQ TWV TGKVCOV
eii7ie7i;aLxa J NAf(:A/f6!\^6Sf 2
o 0
nou TMJ add THPOY
iio\\t]\)1 add 6MAr6
1 n P
T T
Tiepioaov TMJ /Vl((><?
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bw m efijnrud^
bw ckv(mg)x anz(mg)
Arm Syr-hex(*)
71 Tert
71
67
r6P6c ufu)/re ziHi^'i^
11 \i.X\ OUTOOQ
5 ujitv^ TMJ omit
6 KaL at OLKuaQ tcov 0
GepaTiovTcov oou nai
moau at ouKuaL TMj
omitted but added in the
margin
7 TO) eeco auTcovj MjTJiO^lC ^ ^2 Adghpt
r^v/vi)*- TM
^"'^
9 Mcoua^Q TMJ add ^f///^$CD K Boh
9 veavLOHOLQj r^eNZPfHt?& y A g h p t
TM
^ c
g^j^
9 TTpeagurepoLQ J Boh(uid) Cyr
N^HZh'SO^l TM
9 Toic M\.o\.q.l N^f^ (M HP6 Boh Cyr
TM
9 BuYOCTpaoLVj NeAJUjeirPe Boh
9 ugoPaTOLQj Ale^eCOOY
1
The omission is supported by f m n g Lat.
2
should read~ tPkC tj'q/^'^T"Papyrus 'sodmer IcVI pi'T26
This ^s^q-difficult reading. Kasser suggests that it
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bwcp Mcklmxb2 aejnqsuvzd2
Arm Syr-hex
bwc� Mklmxbp ac^jnsuvzd^
Syr-hex
ckmx Arm a 32 6^
Syr-hex(*a' 0')
ckmx Arm a
Syr-hex (*a' 0')
a c k m X Arm
Syr-hex (*y' )
a c m X
Syr-hex (*y' )
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11 ^riTGLTe J add AJCUJH
TM
12 MoouarivTMJ add A(/V
2^ Hai Aapcov 3 omit TM
12 TTIV xei-paJ Air6K<^lX ya^ Adghpt
TM Boh
13 enripevj C OO V TN TM
13 avepov votovTMJ
AirOY PMC
22 TTIV xei'paJ //T�Hffl� y A d h p t Boh
TM
25 MoouaTiQ TMJ add �,6 0
26 Titxcov^ TMJ add THPOY
29 TipooooTtovJ /rfi/C2 0TM Eth Boh
CHAPTER XI
1 acpo6pa TMJ omit __0
3 TcavToovj omit TM y Eth A d p Boh
k ii,5aov TMJ omit
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OWC2 Mklmxbg aefljnqrsuvzdp
Arm Syr-hex Lat ^
b w ckmx a Lat
Syr-hex (txt)
ckimxbp anqsvzOr
Arm Syr-hex
f i^' r
ckmx Arm
Syr-hex
c m X
f
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5 Tou epovouj r(6*/epo Noc
TM
7 etariQj �IC6/l'A\rj
8 ODTOL TM3 omit t*
9 TiXrieuvoovJ omit TM y Eth Adghpt
Boh
9 Alywhto) TMJ add/M /Ttf/iire 0
10 TtavTa TMJ omit ag d p t
10 Hat m TepaTaJ omit TM
10 TauTa TMJ omit Eth
10 ev YT) AtYUTiTcoJ omit TM y a.^ Eth d g h p t Boh
CHAPTER XII
^ auTO) J omit J J ^ ? X
0 '
5 apaev TMJ add y d h p t Cyr
5 aTco TCOV apvcov nat tcov q_
eptcpcov Xr\\i(p�ode TMJ
ckmx Arm a 32 128
Syr-hex (*y')
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bw Mclmxb- aejnuvz Lat
Arm Syr-hex
M b2 1* J(mg) s
c Syr-hex
k 1 f i*
bbwcg Mclmxbg aejnsuvzd/
Syr-hex
1^ 16 25 52 5^ 73 83 130 Aug
bw klm jns Chr Prise
16 eaTttt TM3 6YeMOYT6
2
16 7iofn0r)0eTaL TMJ
6 Te r^6 AAV
73
7 XTi^i(i>ovTaL TMJ /vr^r^is I Q
7 eriaouatv TMJ 7yrer/Va/^6" 0
7 �711 TTIV cpA.i,av e\?" touq 0 ,
01M01Q3 /V//�/ J
8 �6ovTau TMJ /Jt^tJ^OYttfM Eth Sah
11 Ta u7T;o6TiuaTa2 ya^ Adghpt
^P^A^TNTOOY^ TM Boh Sah Cyr
11 au PaKTTipuauJ ya^ Adghpt
^PkhlerN<rtPOO S IVi Boh Sah
12 YTl TMJ omit Sah
13 TCOV OLKucovTMJ Cyr
13 �KTpupTivau TMJ � Vfi r Cyr
Ik 7iaaaQj omit TM ya^ Adghpt
Boh Cyr
2
14 auTTiv TMJ add N(M6^ Sah
^�vJ �711 108 118 Syr-hex a' a' 0'
7^
Tract
ocp Mcklmxb2 aejnuvz Or Chr
Arm Syr-hex Thdt Cyp De-P-C
bbowcp Mcklmxbp aejnuvz dg Or Chr
Arm Syr-hex Thdt Cyp De-P-C
bbwcp Mcklmxb2 aejnquvzd2
Arm Syr-hex Jul-ap-Cyr
1^"? r
1 X
17 eVTO\TlV TaUTTlVj .
/�� M TOAh] J) I ffQ a
18 e6ea0e . . . eoTiepac; TM 3
omit
21 eauTOLQ 3 omit TM
27 euaia TMa add T� 6A^� /P*
27 ev AtY^TiTO) TM7 omit
27 TOUQ Aly^''^'^ i-ouQ TM 3
27 TOUQ otHOUQ riiicovTMJ
N6YN
27 TipoaeKuvTiaev TMj add
29 TOU epovouj fr^<i 9PONOC
TM
30 TtavTCQ TMJ omit
32 Ta TipopaTaJJ /V^ TAleCcor
TM
34 Tipo TOU ^uiicoerivaL Ta
cpupaiiaTa auTwv TMJ omit
34 TCOV (i)[ia)v3 /y6V/Vd2 5
TM
35 Kau'^J add 2 </V�^ii^A\r
TM
0 Arm a
f i :
ckmx Arm a 12
Syr-hex (*y' )
Lat
c k X Arm a n
Syr-hex (*ePp )
ckmx Arm a
Syr-hex (*y' )
k X Syr-hex a
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37 ^OKxwSaJ COKHO^J ^
i)^^^ 0
T
38 acpo6paTMJ omit 0
39 EYHpucpiag: /VZ^^^KfOJC
TM
39 ETiOLTiaav TM J 6 rA M /fi
40 xavaavJ add 7< TOOt 7 a Eth Adghpt
/*�/V A/ertlOT6.1 omit Boh
42 auTTia omit TM 0
43 Hat Aapcov TM3 omit 0
43 XeycovJ omit TM y b.2 Eth A g Boh
43 TiaQ TMJ omit 0
44 TLVOQ TMJ omit B
44 r)j iiYUJ y ag Eth Adghpt
Boh Cyr
48 TtQj omit TM Boh
48 Hupuo) TMJ omit 0
48 YT1C TMJ add TMMAK 0
50 ouTWQ eiiotriaav TM J omit
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m
M 1* X bp Arm F e J u v z 14 l6 Eus
Syr-hex
Mmxbg Fejvz Lat Chr
Syr-hex
Chr
Mcklmxb2 Faejnqsuvzd2
Arm Syr-hex Lat Or Chr
Arm
m f Lat
CHAPTER XIII
Xeyoov TMJ omit Eth
iipooTOTOKOv TtpcoToyevEc; J Cyr
yV/ru/ /'ir UiMice tm
KUpLOQ TMJ omit 0-
eoTatJ OV(JN�l TM q.
00 L TMJ omit
KUpLOQ o eeoc3 P t
T '
TM
Kupto) TMJ add
Tiav Soavouyo^ |ir)Tpav TM 3
omitted but added in
the margin
Ta)v PouKoA. ucov 7 , g
M-ETa TauTa Xeycov Tt
TOUTo TM7 omit
cpapao) TMJ pHT /H(>A''Aa; q
e^. TM add VKdkl Boh
m e Lat
Lat
k m
inq
e j
Arm f
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17 YTl Q TMJ omit Eth t Cyr
18 YTIC TMJ omit B* h
19 evT�v6ev TMJ omit h
20 SoKxcoOJ COXXWaJ
CHAPTER XIV
2 MaY6coXouJ /V\ 6 S TCU A J Boh
2 BeeXoeTicpcovj N AC^^Mt/l
3 ouTOt TMJ omit
3 ev XT) YT] TMJ omit
4 Kat eiTotTiaav ovtooqTMJ
omit
5 AtYUTiTtcovj 2
Q
5 Kat^ TMJ add JtZHT
6 auTOU^ TMJ add THPOY Eth
8 Hat^J add m ff T
omit
8 HaTe6tu)^ev TMJ d^Y Ku>T *
c 1 F i* 71 76
An Thdt
m Arm 37
37
Syr-hex
82
^2 A^ f 1 n s
1 2 > �
,10 cpapao) TMJ add /M/V
9 Hat Ttt apiiaxa cpapaco TMJ
omit
9 BeeaeTi9covJ Q6AC�^UfA/3
7^y >j/i
16 aou^ TMJ omit
9 ot tTiTietQj //6W2/rr/r�\rc e (Boh)
TM
9 auTOU TMJ add r/fPV
Boh
10 ToiQ ocpea\|iotQj d p t Boh
�/a rov TM
10 opcootv TMJ add epoor
11 YTlJ OEiit TM a2 Eth g Cyr
12 niiag TMJ omit
12 TauTTiJ omit TM Eth Boh
15 qcyaCeu^axwaav TM J
f/c^rooTc- ^rrAZoY
^The Coptic reading appears in verse nine and the LXX
reading in verse teno
^Kasser suggests that /i'C 6 T'o^^'C should read � Too ACC �
Bodmer Papyrus XVI . po 175o
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m (x) Arm
Syr-hex { * )
c m X Arm
Syr-hex(*)
w
b w C2 M c k m
k
a e (f ) (1*) 14 16
32
a
F'^efjnqrvzd2 Phil
Or Eus Ath Chr
Or
aptiaotv7 /V6V^4PMA TM
9apaa) TMD add AAN
apuaatvJ /V4V 2 A PMd>
TM
EM TCOV OTi^iodev] 2i
nai eOTT) en tcov onuaco
auTcov TM] omit
HaL 6Lri\eev ti vd^] omit]
Tr)v xeupaj r^*i I�
TM
TT)v GaXaoaav TMJ omit
u6cop TMJ add ^^t^c^ooff
TEUXOQ J omit TM
HaTe6 tco^av J_add 2/
Ta aptiaTaJ ^cy^d/'/KA
TM
TTIV xej-paj r^*/cri^
TM
i;6a)p TMJ add d VUfUJlf^
c m X Arm
Syr-hex (*a' 0')
c X Arm
Syr-hex (*y')
c m X Arm
Syr-hex (*)
a
c k 1 m X Arm
Syr-hex (*)
a Eus
f i
X Arm Syr-hex r Or
c m X Arm
Syr-hex(*)
a
c k 1 m X Arm a
Syr-hex (*y' )
87
29 beJ^LCovJ add /H/H^^r TM
2
29 TetxoQ J omit TM Eth
31 HttL ETtLCTeuaav too eeco
TMJ omitted but added in
the margin
31 ETiLOTeuaav TM J ^2
CHAPTER XV
1 XeyovTEQ TMJ omit g
5 3ueov TMJ e /TCLUiKJ
M LIT A/1 OYA/
7 -rtXTieeiTMJ rrdiCA6 o
13 aou"^ TMJ omit Boh
13 TOUTOVJ omit TM
15 McoapiTcovJ MMiO^iff^i B
r
l6 ECOQ av TiapEXOri o XaoQ
aou HupLE TMJ omit
l6 aou-^ TMJ add i(YFl�
17 EuaayafcuvJ 6 /r� ^JT / ro V TM
2
17 Hupue TMJ omit
*
�0-
88
X Arm
Syr-hex(*)
X Arm
Syr-hex
b C' M 1 m aefi Jnrsuvzd.
Arm 154
Luc
c Syr-hex (^a")
66 151
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19 cpapao) TM3 add MN
19 apM.aai.vTM3 add THPOY
19 uScopTMaadd /jT^PrdPd^
20 e^TlXeoaav TMJ add
90
n z(mg)
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II SUMMARY OF PAPYRUS BODI^IER XVI 'S VARIANTS
1. Total Variants 332
Singular IO9
Corrected Total 223
2o Total Support by Text-types
Old Greek 77
Hesychian 87
Lucian 71
Hexaplaric 127
3o Support by Old Greek Witnesses
^2 36
y 31
Eth 31
B 8
k. Support by Hesychian Witnesses
Boh 86
t 39
d 38
P 38
g 35
h 3^
Cyr 23
A 22
Sah 9
5. Support by Lucian V/itnesses
w 45
b 42
Cp 36
b 17
o 17
6. Support by Hexaplaric Witnesses
Arm 70
Syr-hex
m
c
k
1
M
b2
Support by Unclassified V/itnesses
a. Uncials
pb
pamg
gamg
b. Minuscules
a
f
n
i
e
J
z
V
s
r
c. Versions
Lat
d. Church Fathers
Cyr
Or
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Chr 8
Thdt 8
Eus 7
Phil 6
Ath 3
Tyc 3
De-P-C 2
Cyp 2
Jul-Ap-Cyr 1
Tract 1
Just 1
Did 1
Tert 1
An 1
Luc 1
8. Hexaplaric Evidence
* 28
V 1
y' 8
ePp 5
a' 0' 4
a' 2
a' 1
0' 1
9. Masoretic Evidence
Total Agreement of Bodmer XVI with TM
Agreement Without Support
No Agreement Between Bodmer XVI, TM, or LXX
103
21
41
CHAPTER III
CONCLUSIONS
The table of variants with the accompanying charts Is
an attempt to show the relationship between Bodmer XVI and
the Septuagint. 1 The ultimate objective of this comparison
Is to find the Greek Vorlage of the Sahidic text of Exodus,
however, this study shall only give preliminary suggestions
as to the nature of this Vorlage . The objective of this
chapter is to consider; (a) the total variants of Bodmer
XVI, (b) the selection of the text types, (c) the relation
ship of Bodmer XVI to these text types, (d) the principal
witnesses to Bodmer XVI, (e) the relationship of Bodmer
XVI to the Hebrew text, (f) areas for further discussion,
and (g) some final concluslonso
The tables contain 332 variants of Bodmer XVI against
Rahlfs* text of the Septuagint. Of this total, 109 are
single readings without any attestation. A corrected total
of the variants would be 223. Every manuscript has single
variants which normally are not considered in the totaling
of the actual variants. It is possible that future evidence
Many witnesses have not been classified and they
appear in a separate column in the table of variants .
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may present witnesses for some of these readings, therefore
they have been included in the table of variants.
The selection of text-types has been an area of
difficulty in the execution of this study. This entire
aspect of Septuagintal studies appears to be very incon
clusive. The division of witnesses into text-types has
been done on the basis of the observation of several
scholars.^ In spite of the tentative nature of the
proposed division of witnesses, this grouping appears
sufficiently accurate to be beneficial for this study.
The witnesses have been divided into four text-types:
Old Greek, Hesychian, Lucian, Hexaplaric. The following is
a listing of the text-types according to the percentage of
their agreement with Bodmer XVI: Hexaplaric -
Hesychian - 39^, Old Greek - 35;^, and Lucian - 32^.
Bodmer XVI agrees most frequently with the Hexaplaric
'^The follov/ing studies have been helpful in the
separation of witnesses into text-types: Cross, "The
History of the Biblical Text," p. 295; Gehman, op. cit.,
Po280. Grossouw, op. cit. , pp. 98-102; Frederick G- Kenyon,
The Text of the Greek Bible. (London: Gerald Duckworth and
Co., I949T; Max L. Margolis, "The Grouping of the Codicies
in the Greek Joshua," The Jewish Quarterly Review, 1:259-
263, October, I9IO; J. Barton Payne, op. cit. , p. 5^;
Henry A. Sanders, The Old Testament Manuscripts in the Freer
Collection ; the VJashington Manuscript of Deuteronomy and
Joshua TUniversity of Michigan Studies, Vol. Ill, Part 1
of Humanistic Series; New York: The Macmlllan Company, I9IO) ;
Henry Barclay Swete, An Introduction to the Old Testament In
Greek (Cambridge: The University Press, 1914) .
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witnesses. This text-type also has the highest number of
single agreements with Bodmer XVI (45 out of 12? compared
with 19 out of 87 of Hesychian text-type:). The Old Greek
and Lucian text-types have the lowest number of single
agreements (7 each). Even though Bodmer XVI shows little
affinity with the Old Greek or Lucian text-types, their
importance must not be ignored for numbers alone is not the
final determination of a text-type of a manuscript.
Evidence must be weighed rather than merely counted.
Bodmer XVI does present a remarkably high degree of
agreement with the witnesses to Origen' s Hexapla.
The major single witnesses include the Bohairic and the
witnesses of the Hexaplaric text-type (M, C, K, 1, m, x,.
b2, Arm., and Syr-hex). The Bohairic would be expected
to have an agreement with Bodmer XVI since Sahidic and
Bohairic are dialects of the same language. The Bohairic
has a 39^ agreement with the readings of Bodmer XVI. Among
the witnesses to the Hexaplaric text-types, only three
(Mj 1, "^2*^ agree with Bodmer XVI less than fifty times.
Witnesses c, k, m, x. Arm, and Syr-hex agree with Bodmer
XVI between 2k% and 31^ of the time.
One may ask, is the percentage of agreement presented
by the Hexaplaric text-type sufficient to put Bodmer XVI
as a witness to a Hexaplaric text? In the opinion of this
writer this evidence is not adequate to decide the issue.
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either way. The 57^ agreement of the Hexaplaric witnesses
does indicate an affinity with a text having some of the
characteristics of Origen' s fifth column of the Hexapla.
Certain observations should be made concerning the
other text-types. The Lucian text-type has had little
influence on Bodmer XVI. The highest agreement is 45
whereas manuscript o, an excellent Lucian witness, agrees
only 17 times. Bodmer XVI appears to also have slight
agreement with the Old Greek and Hesychian text-types,
which come the closest to the original text. On the basis
of the variants this is so, but it should be noted that
the 223 variants* are only a small deviation from the
standard Septuagintal text represented by Codex B, There
fore it is possible to say that Bodmer XVI has very high
percentage of agreement with the text-type represented by
Codex B.
As was stated in the introduction, the central issue
in determining the Vorlage of the Sahidic text is the prob
lem of the Hebrew accommodations. These accommodations
have been found in Bodmer XVI. '^ut of the 223 variants,
103 of the readings of Bodmer XVI agree with the Masoretic
text. This is k6% of the total variants. This is a good
indication why these Hebrew accommodations are a central
part of the problem of this study. Supporting evidence
can be found in 81 of these variants. The Hexaplaric text-
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type supports these 81 variants 95^ of the time. Only six
of the variants with supporting evidence do not have any
Hexaplaric witnesses. Once again, this aspect of the study
indicates a strong relationship between the Hexapla and
Bodmer XVI. However there are 21 variants which cannot be
accounted for by Hexaplaric Influence, Further evidence is
needed in order to answer fully the problem of these Hebrew
accommodations ,
In the development of this study, several areas of
further study have been made evident. (a) Further study
needs to be done in relation to the problem of Septuagintal
text-types. This is necessary in order to evaluate fully
the importance of the Sahidic texts. (b) Additional studies
need to be done in other areas of the Sahidic Old Testament,
These studies then need to be integrated with each other and
the evidence presented by the other Coptic dialects. (c)
In Bodmer XVI, comprehensive grammatical, historical, and
theological studies need to be made in order to account
more accurately for each variant. (d) A comparison of
Bodmer XVI with both the Septuagintal and Hebrew materials
of Exodus found in the Dead Sea Scrolls could prove to be
very interesting. The variants with Hebrew accommodations
should be especially noted in this area of investigation.
The conclusions of this study can be stated as follows:
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Bodmer XVI is a good witness to the text-type
represented by Codex B.
The variants of Bodmer XVl agree most frequently
with the Hexaplaric witnesses.
Bodmer XVI does contain Hebrew accommodations
which can be found in Origen' s fifth column
of the Hexapla, but can not be totally
accounted for by this source.
The conclusions of this study have only been
preliminary and it is hoped they may serve as
the basis for further investigation.
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APPENDIX
APPENDIX
CtlART OF SAHIDIC CONSONANTAL PHONEMES
Bilabial Alveolar Alveo- Palatal Velar Pharyngeal
Palatal
Stops
Unaspirated vl, p(/r ) t(r) c(X) kCG") k(K)
Fricatives
Flat
Grooved
Vlo
vd.
vie s(C )
h(2 )
Frictlonless
Nasal vdo
Lateral vd ,
n(//)
1(A)
Vibrant s
Trilled vd, r( P)
Semivowels vd, w(r ) y( i )
